Afganistan's Afghan-Pak relations remained tense throughout 2016 and it is believed that the situation continues to remain tensioned. Many strategic analysts termed it "a hostage to the Taliban in Kabul and Islamabad do not engage. The deteriorating bilateral relationship has squandered many opportunities of fostering an environment conducive to the peaceful settlement of the protracted conflict. 2016 commenced with a silver lining for both nations with the revival of talks between Kabul and Afghan Taliban. It also marked the first time the Taliban continued a visit to Islamabad by its negotiators. Things went downhill however with the deteriorating security situation in both nations, for the unmitigated insurgency in Afghanistan just before talks were suspended. The suspension of talks was seen on a second agency's office in the Afghan capital. Prospects for talks further worsened when the Taliban chief Mullah Akhtar Mansour was killed in a US drone attack in Baluchistan in May as Pakistan continued to blame India for the incident and called it violation of its territory. Additionally, Islamabad's role regarding peace talks was not acceptable for Kabul and the escalated militancy in Afghanistan around the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan-Pakistani forces were being trained in the Taliban's safe havens located in Pakistan — according to Afghanistan's authorities. The relations further tensed when the two nations' foreign ministers met in New Delhi, January 2017. Costs for both nations were high, drug addicts are being trafficked in being trafficked in the Taliban's safe havens in Pakistan — according to Afghanistan's authorities. The relations further tensed when the two nations' foreign ministers met in New Delhi, January 2017. Costs for both nations were high.

The rise in the number of addicted under the bridge has also increased. Unfortunately, there is no response from city administration to control the situation. The situation under the bridge is very tragic both in and around it. The addicts are suffering from two mistakes at the same time — addiction and the wrath of the weather. Recently, a news report revealed that on average two to four addicts die each day due to the severe cold currently gripping the capital. The addicts say that they do not have blankets to cover themselves and they live in a very bad condition. It has been observed that many of these addicts ultimately die, but during the recent cold weather the number of deaths has increased.
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